Stay ahead of the curve with a one-stop
source for legal intelligence and insight.

Law360 offers up-to-the-minute coverage of the legal
developments and trends that matter most to you, so
you can remain an expert in your field.
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In addition to our industry-standard editorial content, Law360
Platform Tools helps you get the information you need even faster.
Federal Cases
Track new
cases and
ongoing activity
in federal district
courts across
the U.S.

PTAB & TTAB
Track Patent Trial
& Appeal Board
and Trademark
Trial & Appeal
Board cases and
documents.

Organizations
Track tens of
thousands of
companies,
law firms, and
regulatory
agencies.

Alerts
Set up real-time,
daily, and weekly
email alerts on
organizations
and search
queries.

My Briefcase
Save and share
news and
case filings in
your personal
Law360
Briefcase.

Our Editorial Coverage
Breaking News

Law360 delivers breaking news across 60+
practice area, industry, and state sections. We
cover litigation, regulation, enforcement, legislation,
executive actions, administrative proceedings,
corporate deals, and more. Our daily newsletters
and real-time alerts keep you in the know.

News Analysis & Features

Senior reporters provide deeper analysis and
insight into hot topics, current events, and trending
issues in every major practice area. Our In-Depth
content examines the legal industry through a
critical lens with long-form investigative reporting,
incisive opinion pieces, and special series.

Our Audience
More than 1.5 million readers receive
our newsletters every business morning,
including:
Partners and associates at law firms
In-house counsel at major corporations
Key government regulators and legislators
CMOs and business development leaders

Judges and court staff across the U.S.

Expert Analysis

Law360 Expert Analysis offers commentary from
leading law firm practitioners, in-house counsel,
academics, and other legal experts.

Business of Law

Our legal industry coverage includes news and
analysis on developments and emerging trends
that affect how lawyers and firms do business.

Rankings & Series

Each year, Law360 highlights organizations and
individuals across the legal community with a
variety of industry-leading awards and honors.

Law360 helps you ...
Maintain Your Expertise

Get fast, comprehensive news and analysis on
legal developments and trends so you can keep
pace with a fast-changing legal landscape and
provide critical guidance.

Mitigate Client Risk

Learn about potential industry changes and
competitor initiatives as early as possible so you
can build a plan to steer clear or — when the
worst strikes — minimize exposure.

Remain Competitive

Keep track of new pockets of legal activity as
they develop so you can identify new business
opportunities, reach out to business leaders
proactively, and stay ahead of competitors.

For more information, contact Law360 at customerservice@law360.com or 646-783-7100.

